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About This Content

Ogre teams have existed since the forming of the NAF and have even won the XV Blood Bowl. However, as any right-minded
person will tell you, having more than one Ogre in the same place at the same time is a disaster waiting to happen!

STRENGTHS
Ogres are some of the most powerful players on the pitch. They make awesome Blockers, and some are also frighteningly

efficient Blitzers. The secret to a good Ogre team though is its Gnoblars. Always have at least one of these little blighters close
to hand to prod the Ogre with a sharp pointy stick when its Bone-Head Skill inevitably kicks in.

WEAKNESSES
Ogres are not smart. It’s no secret and is their main weakness. Although they are very strong and have a good Move rate, if they

spend most of the turn blankly drooling on the spot, then your game will fall apart before getting anywhere

THE KEY PLAYER: THE GNOBLAR
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Capcom give us DMC 2!!. It was a nice try, you had a good run of it, but not worth a single cent to anyone.

Take this one out behind the barn and put her out of her misery.. Cool game i like it.
It is a mixture of pacman and snake with some features.
For the price in sale (0,49\u20ac) i would buy it again.. great time waster. Changing the review to reflect information I obtained
through the dev.

as it is right now, this is a promising start for a dual stick roguelite.
The visuals are well done, it's unique enough to not look liek anything else ont he market,m and it has the serious sam combat
you probably expect - only it's delivered throutgh top-down aesthetics instead.

You get a main wep - as of now, it has infinite ammo
and a serious wep - these have limited ammo, and are generally better stronger weps.

There's a bunch of secret stuff I noticed right off the bat, such as an area where an entity wants TONS OF KEYS for goodies.

There's 3 chars, and they each have their own special attack

sam does a jump, the er, robot girl has a black hole, and the other dude is a bomber. he probably bombs stuff x3

there's a roll, but it is NOT A DODGE ROLL. there actually is no dodge roll in this game.
might change, but as it is right now - none.

Some mior performance issues, but that's top be expected when in early access.

keep in mind any of this might change in updates ( the devs have done some drastic changes so far ). Screen flickering and poor
graphics makes this game unplayable on an intel Core 2.5GHz Windows 10 laptop.. After Zuma Deluxe, i didn't like this game
at start. But when i got used to this game, i think this game is better than it.. This game is a beautifully crafted masterpiece, yet
creates an eerie atmosphere that could through off anyone.
It's very narrative driven but the puzzels is the main area in which you will spend your time. The progression system hits the
sweet spot, and the final puzzel was extremely good. The fragments of story scattered through are a nice touch in the puzzles.
Altogether a top quality game, would recommend. If you like one button builds ala Diablo 3 and Path of Exile, this game isn't
for you. Pagan online requires much more skill than just putting on a set of green items and holding a button. The skill gap can
be really daunting at times, but when the mechanics finally click for you? There's not much like it in the genre.
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imagine this, with like a 10x bigger budget and more content, would be so ♥♥♥♥ing good

it's still fun, make more pls. it is very fun to fly but switches do not work for me I don know if they do on other models cuz I
haven't had much time with it but so far its a NO. Note: 3/10

It is a good proposal but the game doesn't become interesting. His linearity and complete simplicity make it boring a few hours
after first play.. I was just sorting through games I haven't played or haven't played in a while. I have close to 30 hours in this
game. I don't remember playing any of it, that's how memerable this game is, aparently.. The graphics and sound are good,
making tacos is fun, the shooting game is fun enough. I want this game to be a fun roguelike with tacos, mutants and guns.
Instead, it's a mobile port with poor balance.

Steep difficulty means if you don't have a lucky couple of first trips you're dead on your 3rd or 4th. Even then you better hope
that things go perfectly. After 4 hours of repeating the first 3-5 trips of the game (having memorized every taco recipe) I finally
got frustrated and quit.

I suspect the game balance is built around microtransactions in the original mobile version where you can buy upgrades or better
trucks for real world cash. The same exact game is FREE on mobile devices. I tried it on my tablet and sure enough there is a
prominent button to buy tacobucks or something that allows you to repair for .05c or buy a big gun for $1.

This just isn't a good game despite a cool concept and good pixelart graphics. I have no idea why it has a 'mostly positive'
rating.. New chapter in UBERVERSE bringing even more excitement.
8/10. https:\/\/youtu.be\/wxEV1KzB7YI

A brilliant setup and visual style are made almost unaccessible by the limited options present to players. With no obvious way to
buffer the difficult curve many will be turned off completely.. The reason for not recommending this game is simple. The
developer is bankrupt so no further episodes will be produced. So if you buy it, you'll be left with an incomplete story that you'll
never know the ending to. Otherwise it would have gotten a thumbs up, since I like these kind of games even if they're short and
have somewhat simple and tedious puzzles. If you crave something FMV you're better off playing 'Her Story', 'Contradiction' or
some of the other FMV games on offer on Steam.. My friend and I were playing as Wulfrik and Throgg (I was playing as
Throgg) and both got attacked by faction leaders after ending our turns (both attacks happened during the AI's turns). We both
won our respective battles and both killed the relative faction leaders.

Problem is, when I chose to confederate with them, my mate ended up with the territory and army. My mate selected the same
option for the faction he defeated (his was Skaeling and mine was the one you start at war with), and their territories and armies
ended up being given to me.

Tl;DR confederation mechanic broken in multiplayer. its an Absolute Joy to play this. its a Cute Time waster that Eludes to A
maybe Sequel in the future.
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